
 

 

[អ#កស&' ស៖ *យ តុ.- អ#កផ1ល់បទស&' សន៍៖ ជី មុនីវង]់  
[Interviewer: Tola Say. Interviewee: Chi Monivong]  
 
[00:00]  
 

ឥឡU វេនះ ខY Z ំេរ]បចំដុតេភa bងេដbមcីេdលeឱgរ hង។  ខY Z ំjតUវដុតេភa bងឱgេឆះសិន។  
Now I am making the fire for smoking. I need to make it catch light first.  

 
េtយ*រ&នខgល់ eមិនេឆះេទ។ 
It is windy and so it does not burn.  

 
[00:20]  
 

ខY Z ំដុតេភa bងេនះេtយេjបbជ័រេyសូ៊កង់។ េបbមិនេjបbeេទ eពិ}ក។  
I’m burning this fire using a bicycle tire. If I did not use that, it would be 
difficult.  

 
ស� Z យឬអត់? 
Is it stinky?  
 

អត់អីេទ! ខY Z ំដុតែតមួយែភaតេទ! ឱgeេឆះ!  
No! I just burn it for a short moment. Let it burn!  

 
ឥឡU វ ខY Z ំ�ប់េផ1bមដុតេភa bង។ ឱgeេឆះ!  
Now I am making fire. Let it burn!  

 
ខY Z ំដុតeឱgេឆះរេប]បេនះ!  
I am burning it like this!  
 

[01:02]  
 

េភa bង�ប់េផ1bមេឆះ!  
It’s starting to burn.  

 
[01:11]  
 
េតbេគេdលអង� �ចនឹងែផ�ង ឬនឹងងេងbក?  
Do you smoke [the Angkuoch] with its smoke or with its embers?  
 

ងេងbកក៏}ន! អ�1 តេភa bងក៏}ន! ខY Z ំ�ចចេdលងេងbកក៏}ន  
ឬនឹងអ�1 តេភa bងតិចៗក៏}ន។ ដូចែត�# !  
Embers are fine. The flame is also fine. I can smoke with its embers or a little 
flame. It works the same.  

 
េតbេបbចង់}នល�  ខY Z ំjតUវេdលនឹងេងbកេភa bង ខY Z ំ�ចេឆ� bរeឱg}នស� �តល� ។ 
ែតខY Z ំេធ� bរេប]បេនះេល�ន�ង។ ខY Z ំjតUវឱgេភa bងេឆះ}នល� សិន។  
If I want to make it well, I have to smoke it with its embers. I can smoke it well. 
I can smoke it faster this way. I need to wait until it burns well.  

 
[01:48]  
 
េបbឈa ក ់បង�ចខិតមកេនះបន1 ិចសិន!  
If you are choking, you can move it here! 



 

 

 
អត់អីេទ!  
It is fine.  
 

[02:10]  
 
 រេប]បេនះេឆះេហbយ!  

It’s starting to burn now.  
 

រេប]បេនះ&នេភa bងេឆះ! ខY Z ំ�ច�ប់េផ1bមេdល។ ខY Z ំjតUវេdលរេប]បេនះ។ 
ខY Z ំjតUវេdលរេប]បេនះ។ េពលែដលខY Z ំេdលស� �តល�  ខY Z ំ�ចេធ� bអង� �ច}នលឺ។ 
ខY Z ំមិន�ចេdល}នយូរេទ េtយ*រe�ចេ¢a ច។ eមិនែមនឆ� ិនដូចjតីេទ។ 
ខY Z ំjតUវេdលរេប]បេនះ។ 
It is burning now. I can start to smoke. I can smoke it like this. I have to smoke 
it like this. When it is well dried, I can make a good Angkuoch. I cannot smoke 
it for a long time because it can be over-smoked. It is not to be cooked like a 
fish. I need to smoke it like this.  

 
[02:38]  
 
េតbបងjតUវេdលប៉ុ¦§ ន¦ទី? 
How long do you have to smoke it for?  
 

ខY Z ំេdលេtយេjបbរយៈេពល...មួយ¦ទីល� ! ប៉ុែន1 េពលែដលេdល ខY Z ំjតUវjតលប់ចុះេឡbង 
េដbមcីឱgeឆ� ិនល� ។ រេប]បេនះ ខY Z ំ�ចេធ� bប៉ុេណ« ះ}ន។ ប៉ុេណ« ះ 
ខY Z ំ�ចប¬ ប់®រេdល}ន។ ែតប៉ុេណ« ះ ខY Z ំ�ចេធ� b}ន។  
I smoke it for one minute. But when I smoke it, I have to turn it around to 
make sure that it is smoked well. I can do it like this. Now I can finish up. I can 
continue on to another step now.  

 
ស� �តេហbយប៉ុេណ« ះ?  
Is it well dried now?  
 

ប៉ុណ« ឹងស� �តេហbយ!  
Yes, it is.  

 
េតb²ែដលេធ� bរេប]បេនះេទ? 
Did your father do this technique as well?  
 

�ត់េធ� bរេប]បេនះរហូត។  
He always did this.  

 
²? 
Your father?  
 

ចំេ´ះឪពុកខY Z ំ �ត់េធ� bរេប]បេdលអ¬ ឹងែដរ។ ពីមុន េពលែដល�ត់េdលរចួ 
�ត់យកេ¶·លេy1 បែន̧ម។ ែតចំេ´ះខY Z ំ ខY Z ំអត់េធ� bអ¬ ឹងេទ។ ខY Z ំេធ� bេល�ន។ 
េធ� bរេប]បេនះ! េdល¹ល់ែតeេº§ ែបបេនះ! កែនaងេº§ េនះ េពលែដលចិតេ¶ 
e®a យ�ស*� ត!  
About my father, he always smoked like this before. After he smoked it, he 
took it to dry some more. But for me, I do not do it like that. I make it faster 
than him. I do it like this! I smoke it until it the bamboo gets black. And I can 
carve it to be white afterward.  



 

 

 
[03:22]  
 
&នន័យ»បងjតUវយកeមកចិតេទ]ត? 
So you have to carve it more?  
 

ហ# ឹងេហbយ! េពលែដលេdល eនឹង®a យ�ែបបេនះ។ eរ hងល� ។ 
eរ hងល� េពលែដលខY Z ំេdលែបបេនះ។ 
Yes! When I smoke, it will become like this. It is tough. It is good when I smoke 
it like this.  

 
េបbសិន�&នច¼½¾ ន ខY Z ំ�ចេjបbច¼½¾ នជំនួស។ ខY Z ំ�ចដុត tក់ធgU ង រចួេឆ� bរ។ 
ែតេពលែដលខY Z ំេ¿ទីេនះ ខY Z ំមិន�ចេធ� bដូចេ¿ផÀះ។ ខY Z ំjតUវេធ� bរេប]បេនះ។ 
ប៉ុណ# ឹងេហbយ! សj&ប់របស់ែដលេ¿សល់ ខY Z ំ�ចេdលដូច�# ¹ងំអស់!  
If I had a stove, I could smoke it on a stove. I could burn by using coal. But 
when I am here, I cannot do what I have done at my home. I have to do this 
way. That’s it. For the bamboo that is left, I can smoke it using the same 
technique.  

 
ទីពីរ ខY Z ំ·ល�ចយកេ¶·លេy1 }នែដរ។ េបb·លេy1  ខY Z ំjតUវចំ�យេពលយូរ។ 
ពីរៃថÄ ឬមួយៃថÄ! ejតUវ®រកំេÅៃថÄែដរ។ គឺប៉ុណ« ឹង!  
Another choice is that I could take it to dry it under the sun. If I dry it, I need to 
spend a lot of time. One to two days. It needs sunlight. That’s it.  

 
[04:00]  
 
េពលែដលបងេdល េតbឪពុកបង&ននិÇយអ� ីេទ? 
When you smoke it, does your father tell you anything?  
 

អត់េទ!�ត់សួរ» េហតុអ� ី}ន�ខY Z ំេdល? ចួន®ល �ត់សួរខY Z ំ»េdលeេដbមcីអ� ី? 
ខY Z ំ»េពលេdលេ¶ eនឹងរ hងដូច�# ។ ប៉ុែន1ចំេ´ះ�ត់ �ត់េdលដូច�# ែដរ។ ជួន®ល 
េពលែដល�ត់េធ� bេ¶េហbយឬស�ីេ¿េសbមតិចៗ �ត់ក៏េdល។ 
េពលែដល�ត់េឃbញខY Z ំេdល¹ងំអស់ �ត់សួរខY Z ំែដរ។ �ត់សួរ» 
េហតុអ� ី}ន�ខY Z ំេdល? 
®រេdល គឺេល�នសj&ប់ខY Z ំ។ eល� ដូច�# ។  
No! He asked me why I smoke it. Sometimes he asked me what I smoke it for. I 
told him that when I smoke [Angkuoch], it can get tough. He also smoked it. 
Sometimes, when his bamboo was still damp in the process of making, he 
smoked. When he saw me smoke all [Angkuoch], he asked me why. He asked 
me why I smoke. Smoking is a fast technique for me. It gets the same quality 
as drying.  

 
[04:22]  
 
េតbឪពុកបងេរ]នេdលពីបង? 
Did your father learn to smoke from you?  
 

អត់េទ! ខY Z ំេរ]នពី�ត់។ ែត®រេdលេភa bងេនះ �ត់េរ]នេធ� b²មខY Z ំ េj´ះeេល�ន។ 
jបសិន�ខY Z ំចិតរចួេហbយ េហbយេ¿�ំ·លមួយៃថÄេទ]ត ខY Z ំេធ� bែបបេនះេល�ន�ង។ 
រេប]បេនះ! jបសិនេបb&នងេងbកែបបេនះ eល� ។ ខY Z ំ�ចeយបេ½Ê លសង¢ង 
េហbយtក់eដូច�ំងjតី និងjតលប់ចុះេឡbង eនឹងេល�ន។ 
គឺខY Z ំjតUវtក់រេប]បេនះេដbមcីេdល! េ¿េពលែដលe&នងេងbកេហbយ 



 

 

ខY Z ំ�ចេdល}នល� ។ អ¬ ឹងេ¶  ឬស�ីមិនេº§ េទ  េហbយឬស�ីក៏}នេy1 ល� ។ េy1 ល�   
និងស� �ត!  
No. I learned how to make [Angkuoch] from him but he learned to smoke 
from me because it is a faster technique. Once I finish the carving, I need to 
dry it under the sun for one day. In this way, I can make it faster. This way! 
When there are embers, it is good. I can make two pillars for putting it [the 
bamboo] to smoke. It will be faster than drying. I have to put them to smoke 
like this. When there are embers, I can smoke well. The bamboo will not 
become black by doing so. And the bamboo, too, will get well smoked and 
dried.  

 
[04:56]  
 
េតbអ#កទិញចង់}នឬស�ីេdល ឬឬស�ីេឆ� bរ? 
Do the buyers prefer a smoked or a dried bamboo?  
 

សំ¢ន់េរ�ងសេមaងលឺ។ េពលែដលខY Z ំេធ� bលឺ អ#កទិញយក។ េគេរ Íសែដរ។ េពលេគមកទិញ 
េគេមbល។ មិនែមនហុចេ¶ៃម' េគយក¹ងំៃម'េ¦ះេទ។ េគÎÀ ត់េមbល។ េបbមួយ�លឺ 
េគយកមួយេ¦ះ។ ចួន®ល ខY Z ំហុចៃម'េ¶ eមិនលឺពីរ។ ដូចេនះ 
ខY Z ំអង� �ចពីរេ¦ះមកវ Ïញ និងដូរឱgេគអង� �ចថ§ី។ ឱgេគពីរេទ]ត!  
The important thing is the sound. When it can produce a good sound, the 
buyers will take it. They select it. When they buy, they always test it. It does not 
mean that if I give them 20, they take all the 20. They play it first. if it produces 
a sound, they take that one. Sometimes when I give them 20, two of them 
cannot make a sound. Then, I have to take those Angkuoch back and swap 
them for new Angkuoch. Give them two others.  

 
េហbយបងយកពីរេ¦ះមកេ�ល? 
Then you throw away those two Angkuoch?  
 

េ¿េពលែដលខY Z ំេធ� bមិនលឺេហbយ e&នន័យ»អង� �ចពីរេ¦ះខូច។ eមិនលឺ។ េបbអ#កខa ះ 
េគយកេ¶។ ចួន®ល ខY Z ំលក់ៃម' េហbយខY Z ំែថមអង� �ចពីរេ¦ះឱgេគ។ 
ែតeមិនសូវលឺចÑស់!  
If they cannot produce any sound, that means those Angkuoch are broken. 
They do not produce any sound. Some people would take it. Sometimes if I 
sold 20 Angkuoch, I could give them those two broken Angkuoch. They 
produce sound but they are not very clear.  

 
[05:31]  
 
េតbបង*កលcងែដរឬេទេពលែដលបងេធ� bេហbយ? 
Do you always test your Angkuoch to find out when it is ready?  
 

េពលេធ� b ខY Z ំ*កលcងេលង។ ចួន®ល e&នឬស�ីខa ះខY Z ំេdល 
េហbយឬស�ីខa ះ�ឬស�ី¢ងខ#ងមិនល�  ខY Z ំ�ចេធ� beេtយលឺខaះ  និងអត់ខa ះ។ 
jបសិនេបbខY Z ំេធ� bអង� �ចដប់ eមិន�ចលឺ¹ងំអស់េទ។ កÒ Zងចំនួនដប់ 
e�ចមិនលឺមួយឬពីរ។  
When I finish making them, I always test them. Sometimes, for the bamboo 
that I smoked or if some parts of the bamboo had not been under the sun, it 
could be that I made the Angkuoch with a good sound or with no good sound. 
If I made ten Angkuoch, I could not guarantee that all of them would be good. 
Two out of ten would not be good.  

 



 

 

ប៉ុណ« ឹង! រេប]បៃន®រេdលគឺចប់!  
Finished! The process of smoking is finished.  

 
[05:58] 
 
ឥឡU វខY Z ំមកដល់ដំ�ក់®ល·លអង� �ច! ®លពីមុន េគេធ� bរេប]បមនុស��ស់ 
េគ·ល។ eខុសពីអ� ីែដលខY Z ំេធ� bឥឡU វ។ ®រ·លពីមុនjតUវ®រេពលយូរ។ ពីមុន 
េពលែដល�ត់ពុះេហbយ �ត់·លរយៈេពលពីរេ¶បីៃថÄ ឬមួយៃថÄកនa ះ។  
Now I am reaching the drying process of Angkuoch making. Before, old people 
preferred to dry. It is different from what I am doing now. Drying needs a 
longer time. Before, when the old people already chopped their bamboo into 
pieces, they dried them for one to two days, or for one day and a half.  

 
[06:17]  
 

ែតសj&ប់ខY Z ំ ដូចែដល}នេធ� bឱgបងេមbលមុនេនះ ខY Z ំេjជbសេរ Íស®រេdលនឹងេភa bង។  
eេល�ន។ ខY Z ំចំ�យេពលjតឹម ១០ េ¶១៥¦ទី។ ខY Z ំ�ចេធ� be}នលឺ។ 
For me, as you have seen at the moment, I choose to smoke because it is 
faster than drying. It took me around 10 to 15 minutes. And I could make one 
Angkuoch.  

 
[06:30]  
 

ែតសj&ប់ពីមុន �ត ់(ឪពុក)ែតងែតេធ� bែបបេនះ។ 
�ត់tក់·លរយៈេពលពីរេ¶បីៃថÄ ឬមួយៃថÄេដbមcីឱgeស� �ត។  
Before he [my father Krak Chi] always did this. He dried for one to three days. 
Or just only one day to get it dried.  

 
[06:39]  
 

េនះខY Z ំប½Û ញអំពី®រ·លអង� �ច។ ខY Z ំjតUវ·លរេប]បេនះ។ េពលែដលខY Z ំចិតេហbយ 
ចិតរេប]បេនះ។េពលែដលចិតរចួេហbយ ខY Z ំjតUវ·លe។ ខY Z ំjតUវtក់រេប]បេនះ។ 
ខY Z ំមិន�ចtក់�ន់�# េទ ¢a ចeមិនស� �ត}នល� ។  
Now I am showing you how to dry Angkuoch. I have to dry it like this. Once I 
finish the carving, carving the pieces like this - once the carving is finished, I 
have to dry it. I have to place them like this. I cannot put them on top of each 
other because they might not be well dried.  

 
[06:52]  
 
េហតុអ� ី}ន��ស់ៗចូលចិត1·ល? 
Why did old people like to dry earlier times?  
 

េj´ះពីមុន... ខY Z ំមិនដឹង»េហតុអ� ី�ត់េធ� bខុសពីសម័យេនះ។ �ច» 
េពលែដល�ត់េធ� bេ¶ �ត់មិននឹកេឃbញដូចេក§ងឥឡU វ។ េក§ងឥឡU វនឹកេឃbញ» 
េបbេjជbសេរ Íស®រេdល eេល�ន�ង។ ពីមុន�ត់មិនេធ� bែបបេនះេទ ប៉ុែន1ឥឡU វ 
�ត់េធ� b²មខY Z ំេហbយ។ �ត់េdលដូច�# ។ េdលេល�ន�ង។  
Before… I do not know why it is different from now. Perhaps I can say that 
when they made it, they did not think like young people in this generation. 
Young people think that if they choose the smoking technique, it is faster. 
Before old people did not think like this, but now he [my father] copied me. He 
started to smoke. Smoking is faster.  

 



 

 

[07:13]  
 

�ស់ៗពីេដbម េពលែដល�ត់ពុះ}នប៉ុេណ« ះេហbយ 
�ត់ចួន®ល·លចំនួនបួនj}ំៃថÄ ឬមួយ�ទិតgេពលែដលe&នចំេរ]កប៉ុេណ« ះ។ 
េពលែដល�ត់ចិតែបបេនះរចួ �ត់tក់·លេទ]ត។ ចួន®ល �ត់ពុះែបបេនះ 
េហbយtក់·លចំនួនមួយ�ទិតg។ េពលែដល�ត់យកមក �ត់មិន�ំ}ច់េធ� bេទ។ 
េពលេ�ះេហbយ �ត់េរ]បែបបេនះ។ គឺែបបេនះ!  
Old people before [like my father], when he chopped [bamboo] like this, he 
dried it for five days up to a week. When he chopped it into pieces like this, he 
dried it more. When he brought it back, he did not need to chop it more. Once 
he had made the hole for lamella, he prepared it like this. Like this!  

 
[07:32]  
 
េពលេធ� bឬស�ីខ ីjសÞលចិត�ង។ េតbែមនឬេទ?  
When you carve damp bamboo, it is easier. Is that correct?  
 

រេប]បៃន®រេធ� b ខY Z ំjតUវេjបbឬស�ីjសស់ េj´ះejសÞលចិត�ងឬស�ីស� �ត។ 
ែបបេនះគឺស� �តេហbយ។ e&នលកßណៈរ hង។ eរ hង េហbយពិ}កេធ� b 
ប៉ុែន1 េពលែដលយកeេធ� b e&នសេមaងលឺ។ ខY Z ំមិន�ំ}ច់េdលេភa bងេទ]តេទ។ 
·លែតម1ងគឺរចួdល់។ ែតេបbេធ� bែបបេនះេហbយ ខY Z ំjតUវ®រេdលេភa bងeឱgស� �ត។ ឱgeស� �ត 
េទbបខY Z ំ�ចេធ� bអង� �ច}នលឺ! គឺរេប]បេនះ!  
The technique of my making is that I use damp bamboo because it is easier to 
carve than dried bamboo. It is dry like this. It is tough. It is tough and not easy 
to carve. When I make it [Angkuoch] with this dried bamboo, however, it can 
produce a good sound. And I do not need to smoke more. It is done right 
there. If I follow my style, I need to smoke until it becomes dried. So then it 
can produce a sound, too. Like this!  

 
[08:01]  

 
ខY Z ំjតUវ·លរេប]បេនះ។ ខY Z ំtក់ឱgeេស§ b។ មួយៗរេប]បេនះ! ប៉ុេណ« ះ ខY Z ំ�ចេរ]ប}ន! 
េហbយខY Z ំ�ចយកេ¶·ល}ន។ េtយ*រែត®1 រខY Z ំតូច ខY Z ំេ¿សល់អង� �ចខa ះ។ 
ខY Z ំjតUវយកេ¶·លក�1 លពនa ឺៃថÄ។ េពល.Ä ច 
ខY Z ំjតUវេលbកទុកវ Ïញេtយ*រ¢a ចjតUវទឹកសេន�bម។  
I need to dry them like this. I put them one by one. Like this. Then I can 
organise them. And I can dry them. Since my board is small, I still have some 
Angkuoch left over. I need to dry them under the sun. In the evening, I have to 
go and get them to protect them from the dew.  

 
[08:26]  
 
[មុនីវង� យកអង� �ចែដល�ត់តេjមàបេ¿េលb®1 រមក·លកÒ Zងeលែjស។]  
[CM takes took the Angkuoch that he prepared on the board to dry in the rice field.]  
 
[08:36]  

 
េពលេនះ ខY Z ំេធ� bដល់ដំ�ក់®លចុងេj®យគឺ®រtក់អ�1 ត។ 
េ¿េពលែដលេdលេភa bង ឬ·លរចួdល់ ខY Z ំjតUវយកeមកេធ� bអ�1 ត។ 
េនះ�អ�1 តរបស់e ែដលeេធ� bពីឬស�ីដូច�# ។ ខY Z ំjតUវចិតeឱgេស1 bង េដbមcីតjមUវ។ 
ខY Z ំjតUវeស់ េហbយខY Z ំចិត និងចុចចំ�jំបែវង។ រចួេហbយ 
ខY Z ំjតUវចិតeសj&ប់tក[់jកប]អ�1 ត។ ខY Z ំjតUវចិតeរេប]បេនះ។ ®រtក់អ�1 ត 
�ដំ�ក់®លែដលសំ¢ន់។ េបbខY Z ំtក់មិនjតUវ eនឹងមិនលឺសេមaងេទ។ 



 

 

ខY Z ំjតUវចិតeរេប]បេនះ េហbយខY Z ំjតUវeស់សj&ប់&ß ងេទ]ត»េតbjតUវ�# ែដរឬអត់។ 
ខY Z ំjតUវចិតeែបបេនះ។ 
This is the final process of making Angkuoch, putting on the lamella. After 
smoking or drying, I have to take it and put covers on for the lamella. This is a 
cover of the lamella, which is also made from bamboo. I have to carve it until it 
becomes very thin. I have to measure, carve and draw [a line] as marker. Then, 
I have to carve them. I have to carve in this way. Putting the covers on for the 
lamella is an important stage. If I do not place them correctly, it will make no 
sound. I have to carve it like this and I have compare this with another one to 
make sure that they both have the same length. I have to carve them like this.  

 
[09:25]  
 
េតbអង� �ចមួយjតUវ&នអ�1 តប៉ុ¦§ ន? 
How many covers do you have to make for one Angkuoch?  
 

អង� �ចមួយ&នអ�1 តមួយ  ែត&នjកបសj&ប់េjគàបសង¢ង។ ខY Z ំjតUវេjបbអ�1 ត 
(jកប)ពីរសj&ប់េគ]ប។  
One Angkuoch has one lamella but it has two covers. I put two pieces of 
bamboo on for covers.  

 
[09:39]  
 
េតbេគ]បេដbមcីអ� ី? 
Why do you have to put them on?  
 

ខY Z ំេគ]បេដbមcីឱgeលឺសេមaង។ េបbខY Z ំមិនេគ]ប eមិនបេ¬ ញសេមaងេទ។ 
ខY Z ំjតUវeស់ែបបេនះឱgេស§ b។ e�កែនaងែដលខY Z ំគូសចំ�។ំ គឺរេប]បេនះ! េពលែដលចិត 
ខY Z ំjតUវេjបb(jកប)អ�1 តកែនaងេនះ។  
I put them on to make Angkuoch produce an audible sound. If I do not put 
them on, it will not produce its sound. I have to measure and make sure that 
they have same length. It is where I drew a line as marker. Like this! When I 
carve, I have to use the cover for the lamella.  

 
ខY Z ំjតUវចិតeរេប]បេនះ។ េពលែដលចិត ខY Z ំjតUវេធ� b¹ងំេឆ�ង និង¹ងំ*1 សំj&ប់jកប។ 
ប¦À ប់មក ខY Z ំtក់áត់eែបបេនះ។ ខY Z ំប½Û ញឱgចÑស់។ គឺកែនaងេនះ! 
ខY Z ំ}នេ�ះjបេ·ងeរចួេjសច។ ខY Z ំáត់e¹ងំសង¢ង។ ខY Z ំtក់eចូលមក។ 
I have to carve it like this. When I carve, I have to do it for both sides. Then, I 
compress them like this. I want to show you clearly. It is here. I have already 
made a hole here. I compress them on both sides. I press them more.  

 
[10:13]  
 

ខY Z ំjតUវេធ� beឱgតូចល§ ម េធ� bÇ៉ង�កុំឱgeប៉ះ។ eតូចប៉ុេណ« ះ។ eតូចែមនែទន 
េហbយខY Z ំមិន�ចេមbលeេឃbញ។ េពលែដលÎÀ ត់េ¶ eកូត(អង� �ចរâញ័រ)។ ប¦À ប់មក 
ខY Z ំបិត®វ។ ខY Z ំ&ន®វបិត េដbមcីកុំឱgeរបូត។ េពលែដល®ត់®វរចួេហbយ ខY Z ំបិតe។ 
e�®វ៥០២។ េបbបិតែភ#ក eមិនសូវ�ប់េទ។   
I have to make them small enough, making sure that they do not touch the 
lamella. They are small as you can see. They are very small and some people 
cannot see them from afar. When I flick, it [the Angkuoch] vibrates. Then I 
apply glue to make sure that they will last. After opening the glue, I can glue 
on the covers [of the Angkuoch]. The glue brand is ‘502’. If you glue your eyes, 
they will not work [joking].  



 

 

 
[10:37]  
 
 េតbេគេjបb®វេនះែដរឬេទ®លពីមុន? 
Did Angkuoch makers use glue before?  
 

ពីេដbម េគេjបb®វេនះដូច�#  េtយ*រ®វេនះ&នលក់។ េបbពីមុន ខY Z ំមិនដឹងេទ។ 
ែត²ំងែតពីខY Z ំេចះេធ� b ខY Z ំេឃbញឪពុកខY Z ំ&ន®វេនះេjបb²ំងពីេពលេ¦ះមក។ 
ខY Z ំេjបbeរេប]បេនះ។ ខY Z ំផå Zំeឱgæប់ស� �ត។ េពលែដលÎÀ ត់េ¶ eមិន¹ន់លឺេទ។ ដូេច#ះ 
ខY Z ំjតUវចិតករបស់eបែន̧ម េj´ះកeេ¿រ hងេtយ*រ®រេdល។ ប៉ុណ# ឹង}ន!  
Before Angkuoch makers also used this glue since it has been available to buy. 
Talking about the past, I do not know. Since I have started making [Angkuoch], 
however, I have seen my father use this glue since that time. I use it like this. I 
blow on it to make it dry quickly. When I play, it cannot produce a sound yet. 
Therefore, I have to carve its neck because it is still tough. That is okay now.  

 
[11:06]  
 

ខY Z ំចិតe។ ខY Z ំjតUវចិតកែនaងេនះែដរ េj´ះខY Z ំÎÀ ត់មិនេកbតេទេបbទុកe។ ខY Z ំចិតែបបេនះ។ 
ចិតeឱg*� ត! ប៉ុណ# ឹង}ន!  
I am carving it. I have to carve it right here because it is not yet playable. I am 
carving it like this. This is okay now.  

 
ប¦À ប់មក ខY Z ំ�ប់េផ1bមេមbល»េតbÇ៉ង�។ eរ hងេពក។ េបbរ hង ខY Z ំjតUវចិតកe។ 
ខY Z ំចិតកe។ ខY Z ំមិន�ចចិតeឱgទុន�មុន}នេទ 
េj´ះេ¿េពលែដលេdលេ¶e�ច… 
Then I can test playing. It is still tough. If it is still tough like this, I have to carve 
its neck [further]. I am carving its neck. I cannot carve its neck in advance 
because when I smoke it, it can be… 

  
[11:33]  
 

ឥឡU វ e&នសេមaងលឺ។ ខY Z ំេdលឬស�ីេនះ}នស� �តល� ។ ខY Z ំចិតែបបេនះ។ 
ខY Z ំjតUវចិតករបស់e។ ឥឡU វ e�ប់េផ1bម&នសេមaងលឺ។ eេ¿កូតកែនaងេនះ 
េtយ*រខY Z ំមិន¹ន់}នសjមÞលe។ eជិតលឺេហbយ! ‘ 
Now it can produce a sound. I smoked this bamboo well. I am carving it like 
this. I am carving its neck. Now it starts to produce sound. It is still having a 
little problem here since I am not done with improving it. It can produce a 
sound now.  
 

[12:04]  
 
[មុនីវង់ *កលcងេលងឧបករណ៍] 
[CM tests the instrument briefly]  
 

ករបស់អង� �ចេនះមិន¹ន់ទន់ល� េទ!  ដូចេនះ ខY Z ំjតUវចិតបែន̧មេទ]ត!  
Its neck is not soft enough. I have to carve it more.  

 
[12:11] 
 
 In this process, have you ever broken it?  
េ¿េពលែដលចិតែបបេនះ េតbបងèa ប់េធ� bឱgeខូចែដរឬេទ? 
 



 

 

e&នខូចខaះែដរ។ េធ� bអ� ីក៏េtយ eមិន}នល� ¹ងំអស់េទ! e&នខូចខaះែដរ។ 
Some have been broken. Whatever you do, not all of them are perfectly done. 
Some get broken.  

 
 
[មុនីវង់ *កលcងេលងឧបករណ៍] 
[CM tests the instrument briefly]  
  

e�ប់េផ1bមលឺសេមaង។ 
It is starting to produce a sound.  

 
[មុនីវង់ *កលcងេលងឧបករណ៍] [CM tests the instrument briefly again]  
 

e�ប់េផ1bមលឺសេមaង។ 
It is starting to produce a sound.  
 

[12:38]  
 
េពលែដលចិតែបបេនះ បងèa ប់មុតៃដែដរឬេទ?  
When you carve like this, have you ever cut your fingers?  
 

èa ប់មុត! èa ប់មុត!  
I have. I have.  

 
 ែតឥឡU វ... ខY Z ំ¢ន®ន់យូរ។ ខY Z ំេទbបែត®ន់េពលេនះ។ [េសbច...!]  

I have not used a knife to make Angkuoch for a long time now. I just made 
one again now. [Laughs…]  

 
ខY Z ំមិនដឹងÇ៉ង�េទ។ អង� �ចមួយេនះ �ចេjបb®រ}នេហbយ។ ប¦À ប់មក 
ខY Z ំjតUវចិតeឱg*� ត។ ខY Z ំមិនjតUវទុកjជ éងែបបេនះ}នេទ ខY Z ំjតUវចិតeឱg*� ត។ 
ខY Z ំjតUវចិតឱgjសÞចចុង។ ខY Z ំjតUវចិតឱge&នម៉ូដ*� ត។ 
េពលែដលចិតែបបេនះ}នេហbយ ខY Z ំjតUវចិតឱgeមូល*� ត។ សjមÞលe!  
I am not sure now. This Angkuoch is playable now. Then I can carve to make it 
nicer. I cannot keep its corner like this. I have to sharpen a side of it. I have to 
carve it to make it look nicer. When it is done, I have to make it a little bit 
rounder. Improve its look!  

 
[13:10]  
 
េតb&នអ#កកុម§ង់របូdងeែដរឬអត់? 
Did people like to order Angkuoch with a special shape?  
 

អត់េទ! និÇយរមួេ¶គឺ របូdងeគឺប៉ុណ« ឹង។  ចង់}នធំ�ងេនះ 
ក៏eមិនេធ� bេកbតែដរ។ របូdងeែតប៉ុណ# ឹង! eមិន�ចេលbស}នេទ! គjមUeែតប៉ុណ« ឹង! 
េ¹ះខY Z ំចង់ែថមអ� ីេទ]ត ក៏មិន}នែដរ។ គឺប៉ុណ« ឹង!  
No! Normally its shape is like this. If they had wanted a bigger shape, it would 
not have been possible. Its shape is just like this. It cannot be bigger than this. 
This is its pattern. Even if I want to add more, it would not be possible. Just like 
this!  

 
[13:30]  
 
ចុះខY Z ំេឃbញអ#កខaះtក់កÑច់? 



 

 

But did some people put a special motif on it?  
 

អូហ៌! ខY Z ំេចះtក់ េបbេគនឹកេឃbញចង់tក់។ ប៉ុែន1 ែមនែទនេ¶ ខY Z ំេធ� bែតប៉ុេណ« ះ។ 
ប៉ុណ« ឹងមក ខY Z ំេធ� bកÑច់កែនaងេនះ។ ខY Z ំឆូតែខ�j}ំ¢ងេលb និងj}ំ¢ងេj®ម។  
Oh! I can do that if they want. But, in fact, I just make it like this. That is it. Then 
I can carve the motif here. I make five lines on the top side and five lines on 
the bottom side.  

 
គឺរចួdល់! ®រអង� �ចេពលេនះ គឺចប់។ ខY Z ំj�ន់ែតេ®សបន1 ិចមកេដbមcីឱgeរេ.ង។  
It is done. The Angkuoch making is finished. I am scraping it to make it 
smooth.  

 
[14:04]  
 
ចុះបងមិនេធ� bេj*មtក់អង� �ចេទឬ? 
Didn’t you make a case for your Angkuoch?  
 

&ន! �jស័យេលb®រកុម§ង់! ខY Z ំjតUវេ¶កុម§ង់ពីេគេទ]ត។ េគេធ� beដូចលកßណៈខå Zយ 
ប៉ុែន1 េគេធ� bតូចល§ មនឹងទំហំរបស់អង� �ច។ ចួន®ល េភaàវខa ះjតUវ®រេj*មសj&ប់tក់ 
េហbយេភaàវខa ះមិនjតUវ®រ។ ចួន®ល ពួកេគtក់េ·េì៉ 
េហbយខaះtក់កÒ Zង®បូបេtយ*រែតeតូចjសÞល®ន់។  
Sometimes. It depended on the order. When people ordered one [a case], I 
had to order it from someone else. They made it like cases for khloy [flute] but 
its shape was smaller. Sometimes, some customers wanted to have cases and 
some not. Sometimes they put it [Angkuoch] in their pocket and some put it in 
their bags because it is easy to keep there.  

 
ែតបងេចះេធ� bេj*មអង� �ចេទ? 
Did you know how to make the cases for Angkuoch as well?  
 

អត់េទ! ខY Z ំកុម§ង់ពីអ#កេធ� bខå Zយ។ ខY Z ំមិនេចះេធ� beេទ។ អ#កេធ� bខå Zយេទbបេចះ។  
No! I ordered them from a khloy maker. I did not know about that making. 
Only the khloy maker did.  
 

[*កលcងេលងឧបករណ៍] 
[Tests the instrument]  
 

ប៉ុេណ« ះេហbយ! ខY Z ំចិតeបន1 ិចេទ]ត េtយ*រeេ¿រ hង។  
It is finished now. I have to carve it a little bit more because it is still a bit 
tough.  

 
[*កលcងេលងឧបករណ៍]  
[Tests the instrument]  
 
 ®រេធ� bអង� �ចjតUវ}នប¬ ប់។ េធ� bែតប៉ុណ« ឹងេហbយ!  
 The process of making Angkuoch is finished now. That’s done.  
 
[15:09 - END] 
 
 


